Abstract-One of the major advantages of the IPv6 protocol family is an extensive set of autoconfiguration mechanisms. One of them is a stateful autoconfiguration called Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6, often abbreviated as DHCPv6. This paper presents Dibbler, a highly portable DHCPv6 implementation. Design goals, current state of implementation and future improvement areas are thoroughly discussed. During two years of development, implementation, testing and usage various deficiencies of the DHCPv6 protocol were discovered. In the latter part of the paper several improvement suggestions and extensions are proposed: a method to use DHCPv6 on routerless networks and a way to bypass DNS update mechanism during Fully Qualified Domain Name retrieval for improved efficiency on clients with limited capabilities. A new proposal regarding booting disk-less IPv6 capable devices using proposed DHCPv6 enhancement is also described.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major improvements in the IPv6, compared to the IPv4 protocol, is the ability to perform various tasks in an automated manner. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6, ofter abbreviated as DHCPv6, is a stateful autoconfiguration protocol for IPv6 networks. After several years of discussions and 28 draft revisions 1 it was published in June 2003 by the Internet Engineering Task Force as RFC3315 document [1] . This protocol take advantage of various IPv6 features, such as multicast [4] or IPv6 address state [2] . Stateful autoconfiguration is considered a more advanced in comparison to the stateless address autoconfiguration [2] . It offers several IPv6 address lease and renewal mechanisms as well as additional configuration options distribution. This later capability is considered the most powerful aspect of the whole protocol.
DHCPv6 is expected to be widely deployed in almost all IPv6 local area networks, especially when automatic configuration is expected. It is worth noting that even in the simple case of a host being used to browse web sites, stateless autoconfiguration is not sufficient. Missing component is a DNS server address. Without DHCPv6, it must be configured statically. This approach raises number of disadvantages. Before entering normal service, manual configuration is required. This also applies to the visiting mobile nodes. Should DNS server fail or change address, all hosts in the whole network must be reconfigured manually. All visiting nodes also have to be reconfigured manually, which appears as additional difficulty. Therefore providing addresses of the available DNS servers is being expected the most common usage of the DHCPv6.
Although stateless address autoconfiguration (SAA) supported by all IPv6 hosts provides methods for obtaining IPv6 addresses, stateful configuration offers additional advantages for administrators. SAA does not offer any authentication mechanisms. It is also fully autonomous without any possibility to manage of gather statistics. Network administrators cannot reject unwanted nodes nor keep track of hosts being configured. Both of this disadvantages are solved in the stateful configuration.
Since DHCPv6 standard publication, various improvements and enhancements were proposed. Some of them (e.g. DNS and domain name distribution mechanism) are published as RFC documents, while others are being actively discussed (e.g. option renewal mechanism). Although first draft of the DHCPv6 specification is dated back to 1995, there are surprisingly few implementations. Even fewer are up to date and pretend to be compatible with official standard. One of them is Dibbler.
II. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The Dibbler project has been started as master thesis of the two students of the Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics of Gdansk University of Technology in Poland. After graduation in September 2003, Dibbler is being developed by Tomasz Mrugalski as part of his Ph.D. studies.
Before implementation phase, intensive design study was performed. Several key requirements were defined:
• Portable. DHCPv6 support on multiple platforms is poor and often non-existent, e.g. in MS Windows environment. Limiting implementation to only one or several chosen environments would greatly reduce importance of this project. Therefore produced code must be as portable as possible.
• Layered. To meet portability requirements, code is split to two layers. Higher, system independent layer is responsible for core logic of the protocol. It is implemented in C++. This language was chosen due to good object oriented mechanisms support as well as good portability. Lower layer is very small and is system dependent. It is responsible for network interface and system specific tasks, e.g. running as daemon in Linux or running as Windows service in Windows environment. This layer is coded in C. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION
Practical implementation has began in the second quarter of the 2003. Currently Dibbler consists of three major elements: client, server and relay. It has the capability to perform major part of all actions specified in the standard ( [1] ) as well as numerous( [5] , [10] , [11] , [12] ) extensions:
• Server discovery. Client is capable of server detection. Should more than one server be detected, client will choose the one that suits his needs best.
• Address lease. Client can obtain one or more addresses from server. Identity Association (IA) concept is fully supported. Server as well as client can use multiple IAs.
• Multiserver support. Client can maintain simultaneous communication with with multiple servers. Such need arise when client requires C addresses, but each present server can provide only S i < C addresses.
• Address renewal. Both (renew and rebind) address renewal mechanisms are supported.
• 11 extension options. Various configuration parameters defined in drafts and standards are supported: DNS addresses, domain name [10] , NTP servers, time zone, SIP domains and servers [5] and many other [14] , [12] .
• Stateless mode. Although DHCPv6 is considered a stateful autoconfiguration, it can be run in the stateless mode. This mode does not cover any address related tasks, so state of the client need not to be tracked. Common usage of this mode is a configuration parameters retrieval such as DNS server location or domain name. This behavior is conformant to the Stateless DHCPv6 specification [11] .
• Rapid commit mode. Normal DHCPv6 operation requires four message transmissions before address and options are finally granted to the client. In some circumstances (e.g. client assumes that only one server or relay is present in the network), a rapid mode can be used. It is two times faster than normal operation.
• Unicast communication.
Usually client communicates with server using multicast packets. Such packets are delivered to all nodes in the network, processed and eventually dropped by a non-members of the DHCP ALL RELAY AGENTS AND SERVERS group. Frequent communication by multiple clients can appear as unneeded burden to all nodes present is the network. To avoid this, server can instruct client to use unicast communication.
• Relay support. Since DHCPv6 uses link-scoped multicast address, receiver of the client messages must be present on-link. Deploying servers is a larger network on all links is a major scalability issue.
To deal with this problem, a relay mechanism was developed. Only a simple relay agent must be present in each network. After receiving client-originated message, data is encapsulated and forwarded to the remote server. Reply is decapsulated and sent back to the client. This advanced scenario is fully supported by the Dibbler. DHCPv6 protocol offers two deployment scenarios. Basic model assumes that server and clients are connected to the same physical link. This approach is simple, but scales poorly (server has to be deployed and configured on each link). To avoid situation, where several servers with similar configuration are located on multiple links, relay mechanism was introduced. It allows clients to communicate with remote server, so one server can handle multiple distant links. Both Download counts are based on the analysis of the web server logs. There is no way to figure exact number of downloads, because binary and source code can be downloaded from various places, e.g. PLD repository.
Dibbler is being accepted as a mainstream solution. During the time of writing this paper 3 , it was already present in the PLD Linux Distribution. Inclusion in the Debian and Gentoo distributions are also in advanced stage. 2 Several features are planned in future releases. Most frequently asked functionality is security support. Other important, not yet implemented feature is an extension to provide to prefix delegations, defined in the [9] . Recently proposed FQDN retrieval/DNS Update mechanism will be implemented as well as all enhancements mentioned in the section V.
IV. VALIDATION
Every product must be properly tested before release. Usually device under test (DUT) should pass conformance, performance and interoperability tests. Main goal of the conformance tests is to verify that DUT behaves exactly as described in the specification. Due to lack of proper tools available, Dibbler tests were performed in a manual manner. Every transmitted frame was inspected in the Ethereal -an open source packet capture and inspection tool. It is worth noting that during those tests, several defects in Ethereal were discovered and fixed. Its authors were notified, appropriate patch was provided and following Ethereal version have those issues fixed.
Due to financial limitations (open source project with no budget), no proprietary validation tool was used. Talks are under way with major IT company about terms of the formal tests. Those tests will be performed using ANVL -an Automated Network Validation Library tool developed by IXIA corp. The only open source validation tool available 4 [16] is based on an obsolete draft 28 of the DHCPv6 specification. Therefore it cannot be used to produce definite test results.
Performance testing is being perceived from two perspectives. The most common approach is to measure that DUT performs its functions fast enough. Although practical performance tests were not done, it is easy to assess Dibbler efficiency. Dibbler stores all data using lists, where each element represents a client or a transaction. Increasing number of clients twice, results in twofold increase in the steps required to obtain required information. Therefore algorithms used have O(n) computational complexity. Due to slow nature of the DHCPv6 protocol (in usual configuration after initial actions, messages are exchanged once every several minutes or even hours), performance has minor impact on overall DHCPv6 implementation assessment.
Performance tests are sometimes understood as "maintaining performance in time". This aspect is critical for DHCPv6 implementation. It is essential that all elements are stable over prolonged periods of time. Configuration consisting of several clients and one server was proven stable over several day usage. No crashes or increased memory usage was detected.
Last type of tests is interoperability testing. Its main goal is to verify that several different implementations of the same protocol cooperate properly. In November 2004, Poznan Supercomputing Center, member of the 6NET project, and founding member of the Polish IPv6 Task Force, have conducted detailed DHCPv6 tests. Dibbler 0.3.0 was one of the three implementations tests. It was tested with open source implementation as well as with NEC proprietary version, both for Linux systems. Both (Windows and Linux) Dibbler versions were tested. Test report [15] described Dibbler as "stable", although several defects were found. All of them were fixed in the 0.4.0 release.
DHCPv6 agents are usually perceived as an additional service, not the primary function. Therefore it is important to minimise its system resource usage. Dibbler requires about 3MB free memory. During normal operation, its computational power usage is minimal. On a computer powered by Intel Pentium4 1,6GHz, CPU usage generated by Dibbler was below 0,1 percent 5 . Those resource requirements were tested under Debian GNU/Linux system, kernel 2.6.11.
Author tested Dibbler in limited laboratory environment consisting of several clients, relay and server, but users often report successful deployment throughout the world. Author received positive feedback from Poland, Germany, Czech Republic, France, Spain, United States, China, Malaysia, Canada, Taiwan and Switzerland. Largest reported deployment proven to work was consisting of one server and 60 clients.
V. PROPOSED FEATURES
During development, testing and usage, various deficiencies of the DHCPv6 protocol were detected. Although both protocol and its implementation is fully usable, there are several areas, which can be improved.
The major issue is lack of completeness. DHCPv6 cannot be fully operational by itself. This is best explained by example. Let's assume there are 3 hosts located in the same physical network, which want to interact. Each of them obtain unique address with the same prefix. Although this may not seem obvious, those hosts are still unable to communicate. Each of them has an address assigned to the network interface. To successfully exchange data, proper routing entries have to be set up in each host's routing table. This is usually done via Router Advertisement messages sent by the router. This appears to be a major flaw. Protocol designers assumed that DHCPv6 must coexist with a router. There is no way to use stateful autoconfiguration in the router-less network.
To overcome this problem, new option is proposed. It is being tentatively called OPTION IANAPREFIX. Server can provide it as IA NA suboption. It will be used to carry information about prefix. Client, after receiving IA NA option, processes it in the usual way. If the OPTION IANAPREFIX is provided, except normal operations, client builds proper router entry consisting of IPv6address with less significant 128−pref ix bit masked by zeroes. This option should only be allowed in the REPLY message, which is sent as response to the REQUEST message. This enhancement conforms to the general idea of DHCPv6 protocol: clients, which do not support this feature, will threat it as unknown option and will ignore it.
This option should not to be confuse with OP-TION IAPREFIX, defined in the "IA Prefix Options for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) version 6" [9] document. IAPREFIX option is used in the prefix delegation mechanism used to remotely delegate prefixed to routers.
Second proposed improvement is related to the embedded device startup. Numerous embedded devices do not have permanent data storage capabilities such as hard drive or flash memory. During boot process, such device must obtain information about server capable of providing kernel images. Kernel parameters should also be provided. After retrieving those informations, client downloads kernel via TFTP protocol [3] (or other similar file transfer mechanism). Next step is to boot downloaded kernel and mount remotely a root filesystem. This is usually done using NFS protocol [8] . Details regarding root filesystem are passed as normal kernel boot options. This option is tentatively called OPTION BOOTPARAMS. Its proposed format is presented in the Fig. 3 . There are several fields in this option:
• Server address -128 bit length field containing IPv6 address of a server, which provides kernel images.
• Protocol length -8 bit length field. It defines protocol string length.
• Protocol string -a string, which describes protocol used to retrieve kernel image, e.g. ,,tftp".
• Pathname length -8 bit length field. It defines pathname string length.
• Pathname -a string containing full path to the kernel image, e.g. ,,/tftpboot/images/bzImage-2.6.10".
• Kernel opts length -8 bit length field. It defines kernel options string length.
• Kernel options -a string containing all options passed to the kernel during boot, e.g. ,,ro single" This option provides uniform mechanism to retrieve and run kernels with proper boot parameters. Referring to the protocol used to download kernel with string containing name (e.g. ,,tftp") is a way to handle future, not yet defined protocols.
Third proposed enhancement is related to the mechanism proposed by Bernard Volz in a draft document entitled "The DHCPv6 Client FQDN Option" [13] . DNS ( [6] ) maintains (among other things) the information about mapping between hosts' Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDNs) and IP addresses assigned to the hosts. Mentioned draft introduced mechanism to provide FQDN for client and clarify, which side (server or client) should perform DNS update ( [7] ).
One case is not foreseen, however. DNS mechanism is quite complicated and its implementation can appear as major problem in devices with limited capabilities (e.g. embedded device). Sometimes there is a need to obtain fully qualified domain name. One example of such need is a array of IPv6 capable sensors, which log certain informations on central logging server. Log entry should contain logging entity's name. Updating DNS is not necessary as there is no need to remotely access such sensors by their names. Therefore mechanism for obtaining FQDN without performing DNS update is necessary.
To enable such mechanism, additional field must be added to the option format. It is similar to the format proposed in [13] , except flags field. New flags format is presented in the Fig. 4 .
MBZ is a abbreviation for Must Be Zero. N,O and S bits meaning has not changed and is explained in the original proposal. Additional D (short for Disable) bit is used to completely disable DNS update mechanism. It is important to note that in the original D bit was part of the MBZ field and had to have 0 value. Therefore enhanced clients will be able to communicate with server which implements basic proposal only (and vice versa). When client sends the Client FQDN option, it sets the D bit to indicate that it will not perform any DNS updates and wishes that DHCPv6 also should not perform it. If server supports D bit, it will return Client DHCPv6 option with D bit set. Otherwise server simply ignore it, and will clear that bit. This will inform client, that its desire to not perform DNS update was ignored. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Since official publication of the IPv6 standards in the late 1998, the rate of IPv6 adoption is very slow. It is often pointed out that there is a ,,vicious circle" effect. Network administrators do not provide IPv6 connectivity, because there is minor interest among end users. On the other hand, due to limited access and lack of applications, there is a low demand for IPv6 solutions. Limited awareness is also an important factor. First steps should be taken by application developers and network administrators. It is necessary to provide IPv6 support for as wide area of applications as possible. Although works on DHCPv6 protocol were started a decade ago, the most spectacular developments -both theoretical as well as practical -were made after official protocol publication.
Most of the research being done is focused on seamless IPv4 to IPv6 transition and coexistence of both protocol. IPv6-only solutions should also be examined with great scrutiny. Example of such important areas are various aspects of autoconfiguration. In a near future, number of network capable devices will rapidly increase. Such devices are expected to take full advantage of advanced IPv6 mechanisms such as stateful autoconfiguration. It is also worth noting that IPv4 protocol lasted for over two decades and IPv6 is expected to be used for at least the same amount of time. Therefore protocols and solutions designed and developed today will have a great impact of future Internet.
Dibbler is developed under GNU GPL licence and is freely available at the http://klub.com.pl/dhcpv6/ website.
